
CRAFTPOWER SESSIONS 
 

POWER SAILING  - code  ZWFY  

Tues 15 Jan   10.30 to 12.00     $16 

Design and construct a fan propelled boat with a variety of materials including a basic electric 

motor, switch and propeller.   
 

BUILD-AN-AEROPLANE  - code  ZWGQ  

Tues 15 Jan   1 to 2.45    $16 

Build a beautiful Solar powered Concorde Aeroplane or helicopter. 
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HARRY POTTER’S SCIENCE    - code  ZWGV  
Wed 16 Jan   1 to 2pm     $16 

Bring to life the drama of Harry Potter’s wizard school. 

Harry Potters Science Program by Hands On Science is an entertaining and educational 

experience. Hands On Science will introduce the magic lessons from *Professor Flitwilde's 

disappearing crystals, *Professor McGronnal's elevated objects  and mysterious 

balancing objects and learn about *Professor Snape potions that make smoke 

and change colour. 

MOVEMENT with Mara Macs from Sprung Circus 
Thurs 17 Jan—Morning     $12  per class 
 

PARKOUR —   9.30 to 10.30  - code  ZWLX  

Mara will teach you to manoeuvre through a complex obstacle course in the quickest way 

possible by jumping, climbing and running. 
 

STILT WALKING —   10.45 to 11.45   - code  ZWLY  

Wear a pair of closed toe shoes to learn to walk on stilts.  Stilt walking is a bit like riding a 

bike, once you find your balance it gets easier and easier.  Get up high and amaze your 

friends. 
 

TUMBLING —   12 to 1pm   - code  ZWLZ  

Have heaps of fun learning all sorts of ways of tumbling and how to blend in some acrobatic 

moves at the same time.  (for aged 5 years and over) 

     To book each activity — CTRL and click on the 4 letter code 

 Or— enter https://www.trybooking.com/ZWNC (changing the code per activity) 
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WILDLIFE WORKS     - code  ZWNC 
Thurs 24 Jan    10 to 11am   $16 

The Rookeepers, they live and breathe all things wild! Learn about our diverse range of 

Aussie animals and discover some of Australia’s cutest and scariest wildlife.  Wildlife 

Works present a jam-packed show featuring birds, mammals and reptiles. 

CRAFTPOWER SESSIONS 
 

VINTAGE MONSTERS—MONSTER KINGS   - code  ZWPK 

Tues 22 Jan   10.30 to 12.15     $16 

Children can create their own wheelie great monsters, (on 4 wheels) with LED’s or a globe 

to light them up.  Craftpower provide all the craft items needed to help children master the 

monsters! 
 

MINI BILLY-CARTS   - code  ZWMO  

Tues 22 Jan   1 to 2.30    $16 

Children can start from scratch to plan and make their own miniature Billy Cart to carry 

their favourite toys. 

BUBBLE SOCCER   - code  ZWMR  
Wed 23 Jan   10.30 to 11.30am  $16 

A fantastically FUN game of soccer where each child bumps, bounces around and rolls 

across the ground and into each other while wearing and inflatable plastic bubble from 

head to knee.  Super Fun and Super safe! 
 
 

DRAMA—THEATRE SPORTS  - code  ZWNA 
Wed 23 Jan   1 to 2.30   $20 

Claire Kavanagh is running a brilliant drama improvisation workshop for all those who 

love to get dramatic!  Come do ‘theatre sports’. Be goofy.  Be brave.   

Work in a team, challenge yourself and have a laugh. 

To book each activity — CTRL and click on the 4 letter code 

Or— enter https://www.trybooking.com/ZWNC (changing the code per activity) 
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